
CHAPTER 32

“Oh! Sam!!! That's great!!!" Midi said suddenly.
"What?? what is going on there?” Rob asked between the back and forth.
"He's fucking me in my vagina..gosh..it feels great!"
“Do you have a vagina?? over there?? where?"
“Oh come on Rob…didn't you notice? instead of a urethra, I have a vagina!”
“My goodness… you are a damn box of surprises, Eva”

Eva was in ecstasy, she needed to start cumming with something. Rob for his part also
noticed how a great orgasm was beginning to take shape. He started on his original long
penis, which was still inside Virgin. He noticed how the shiver announced the arrival of the
orgasm, making him tense all the muscles. And despite not being able to see it, the
sensations were tremendous. Great spasms made Rob expel semen inside Virgin's throat,
there inside, in the bowels of Eva's strange body. She was perfectly aware, because she
made a gesture of swallowing. Even her neck seemed to tighten and close, trying to
massage the inside of her, as if she wanted to squeeze Rob's penis. Eva had to stop the
movement of the rest of her body in order to focus on this ejaculation. Rob made a great
effort not to cry out with pleasure.

Sam, for his part, had discovered a source of pleasure never felt before. He had never
penetrated a vagina, but this was infinitely better than anything he could have imagined. And
he still had another penis waiting for him when he was done! Perhaps because of his
inexperience, perhaps because his libido was overflowing, he ejaculated in just 4 or 5
thrusts. He couldn't help it, he didn't even know how to do it. Sam cried out in pleasure as
Eva enjoyed the penetration too, although he was little aware of Sam's fleeting intervention.
"God!!! Eva..!! oh.. no.. I couldn't.. help it!” Sam was breathing violently. He could barely
assimilate what he had just felt.

"It's okay... there you have another one..." Eva said, pointing to his other penis. Sam looked
at it as if he didn't remember, in fact it took him a while to react. But he slowly pulled his
penis out of Eva, backing away, leaving a puddle of cum on the floor. Her other penis, still
erect, contrasted with the other one that was already flaccid and dragging on the ground.
Meanwhile, his breasts had hard nipples again, with those characteristic shapes. Sam still
had a lot of libido left to spend.

Eva's three torsos were visibly busy working the 6 penises at hand. Sucking and jerking
them off, even using their mouths on Righty's breasts. Then, suddenly one of the penises
ejaculated, and then another… Eva found it strange to masturbate these penises, because it
was like doing it to another person, because of the posture and position, but she felt like
hers! and she had never had penises before, so the sensations were doubly strange and
pleasant.

As she began to ejaculate, she enjoyed like never before the pleasure generated by her new
penises, focusing all three of her heads on them. She even got to use two heads at the
same time to suck the same penis, experimenting and playing with herself, in an
unstoppable orgy. When she ejaculated, she continued to experiment with the penis, sucking



on it and swallowing whatever came out of it. Even in a flaccid state, she continued to play
with him, bending him, uncapping him and rubbing him everywhere, especially between his
breasts. They were so big that they gave a lot of possibilities to play with. She had already
played with penis before, but never this size, and never felt it from both sides.

Eva wasn't realizing it, but her attention had been focused on 3 different places for a while,
and each one managed itself. Although the experience seemed isolated in each place, the
set of memories was common and everything went to the same store: Eva's conscience.
She really was living 3 simultaneous realities at the same time. And one of them was doing it
with 3 heads.

Once Rob had unloaded everything he had in his original penis, or rather, everything that
virgin could extract, he gradually took it out of his long neck, giving it back to Rob, who was
trying to resist the urge to ejaculate. with his big main penis. As soon as Virgin saw it, she
said:
“Already… are you…?”
"I can't take it anymore Eva!!"

And indeed it was. Eva noticed inside her great body the explosion of semen that flooded
her vagina, and she took advantage to speed up her movements. Virgin was also more and
more beside herself, and maybe because of everything that was happening around her, she
ended up affected and causing a vaginal orgasm. Spasm after spasm, Rob continued to
forcefully ejaculate what seemed gallons of semen. Eva ended up pushing Rob inside her to
the top, until his big testicles ended up touching Eva's own groin, and hitting her ventral
penis.

And Sam couldn't take much of her other penis either. But at least Eva knew the pleasure
that she could feel with her vagina, which left her very satisfied. Of course, feeling what was
happening in the rest of her body, she couldn't complain at all. Sam ended up leaning on top
of Penny's penis, gasping for breath, half panting as he hallucinated what he had just
experienced for the second time.

"It's... a thousand times... better... than any handjob I've ever had before!..."
But Eva still wasn't quite satisfied.
"Well, we'll have to try something else. So you can compare and tell me which is better…”
Sam, sweaty and with a gesture of not understanding, asked:
“Ho.. how? what do you want to try…?”

As he said this, a tentacle began to enter the room whose end forked, as if it were the
goddess Medusa, into 8 prehensile penises. They all moved chaotically as if looking for prey
and came floating in the air. Sam was scared to see them
"What's that?? what… what are you going to do??”
“Easy, Sam… this is mine, remember? let's try what you have there…” She said pointing to
his vagina.
“But… but… wait! will it hurt? aren't they too big??”
But Eva was beside herself. Sam backed away a little but the prensile penises soon reached
him, and began caressing his lower breasts. All eight maneuvered to pinch the nipples, even
playing with the end to push the erect glans-like nipples into the urethra. Sam had his hands



up. He was paralyzed by a mixture of fear and excess libido, and he watched as the penises
began to caress him from all sides.

"Come on, Sam, you want to do it, you know, you've never felt a vagina before... you've
already seen what a clitoris is like, are you going to tell me that you're afraid to try this...?"
Sam looked at Virgin scared. His trembling hands moved closer to his groin, and slowly
began to part his lips. Then Eva, licking her lips, began to approach one of the penises of
this tail. She rubbed the glans with his lips, soaking it well with vaginal fluids, and after a bit
of groping she easily found the vaginal opening. With a little forcing, which made Sam's back
stiffen, she managed to insert the glans, and carefully slowly inserted the rest of the penis.
Sam's front legs failed, but Eva was agile enough to use the rest of her tail, along with the
other 7 penises, to hold him in midair as the 8th plunged into Sam's new depths.

"OMG... Sam... your vagina... is... amazing!!"
But Sam couldn't speak, his eyes were blank, his hands were resting on his back, while his
legs were still raised, and they opened more and more making his vagina continue to dilate.
Only his back legs touched the ground, it was Eva's tail that supported his front body.

Eva kept masturbating and playing with her 12 penises. Her torso was going crazy moving
over her own body, playing and masturbating shamelessly. One after another she managed
to ejaculate, but that didn't mean she stopped playing with them. She was in the glory, and
she knew those dicks were hers forever.

Rob for his part was exhausted. His second orgasm had left him completely drained. Eva,
once she noticed inside her that her body was beginning to shrink, she began to take him
out and gently left him on the ground. Rob was breathing deeply, his half-closed eyes
expressing a feeling of fulfillment, of joy. This day had been the best experience of his life!

Eva, or better said, Virgin, repositioned Eva's body so that she "sat" next to Rob, with his
front legs above his body, and Virgin's head resting on his chest, while her hands caressed
his body. Rob's body and Virgin was also exhausted, from holding Rob's body for so long,
and from everything she had just experienced.

“Rob… we make a great team, don't you think??”
“Could we say that… yes… we are quite compatible, although with your body… who could
be incompatible with you??”
Eva laughed for several heads at once
"By the way, how's it going with Sam...?"
"Ugh...he's being amazing...The poor thing had a huge libido plug, he was really desperate,
and he needed my help...but ugh...his vagina...feels amazing!"
“Are you penetrating him right now??”
"MMM yeah right. I have a lot of dicks in there to try… ugh… wait… I think… oh my god…
I'm going to cum again!”

Rob couldn't take in the strangeness of the situation. Eva was really living two realities at the
same time, and she could still live more, one per head specifically. Rob also began to
perceive, now that he was calmer, how Eva had broken through her fear, her incoordination,



her inexperience with her own body, as if sex had catalyzed her mind in a way that forced
her to learn to manage. It was amazing.

She was using several heads at the same time, in a coordinated way, to perform various
actions with precision, using various parts of her body, attending to two totally separate
scenes, and being able to concentrate on each one separately, even her great fear, her legs:
She had been handling Rob like a dildo, her limbs, strong yet precise, all while doing a lot
more. Without a doubt, her mental capacity was incredible. And it seemed that she was not
aware of everything yet, but Rob was aware that he was.

Meanwhile, Eva finally finished ejaculating with her last penis in Sam's vagina, which
seemed insatiable.

"Oh...my god, Eva...it's...amazing!!" Said Sam coming back to another vaginal orgasm.
"Wait, is it done?" He said still animated, while he continued to masturbate one of his
penises
"Yes, Sam, it's the last one... I think I need a break, I'm starting to feel cramps in my tail"
"Oh, sorry... of course... I didn't realize..."
"But if you want, you can end it here inside me, remember?"

Eva was already done with all 8 penises in her tail, her libido had been released enough, but
Sam still seemed in high spirits. However, he had also had a session intense enough to be
able to endure a few days without sex.

Sam accepted the proposal, and returned to penetrate the vagina of Eva's glans, until it took
him a little while to ejaculate again. Sam moaned again with pleasure, and ended up
collapsing on top of Eva's glans, completely satisfied.

“Th… thanks Eva… this is just what I needed, but I didn't want to admit it”
"Have you seen how it wasn't so bad?"
“You're right, but I was so desperate, I couldn't think well. Now I see everything a little
more… clear than before”
“For me it has also been an incredible experience Sam.”
“By the way, I didn't get to ask you. When we saw you after your transformation, you seemed
very desperate, but now… you look much better, how are you?”
“I… I could say that I have learned a lot about my body in the last few hours…”
"Oh, I understand" Sam outlined a mischievous smile, and Eva only nodded, implying that
she had indeed "discovered" the true potential of her body by her own means. She still didn't
think it was a good idea to show Rob. But just in case, and now that he was calm, she
invited him to go into the bathroom just in case.

“Go to the bathroom?”
"Yes, I'm sure he wants to pass, and I don't want any hassle, you know how impressionable
Sam is"
“Okay okay.. let me in then”
Rob crawled on the floor between Eva's legs until he went into the bathroom, closing the
door behind her.



“So, the rest of your body… Have you learned to handle yourself a little better yet? do you
mind if we go to the living room?”

Eva sighed with her torso, she was right.
“Su…sure…” She said as Sam gathered up her clothes and walked into the other room.
In the living room, the rest of Eva's body greeted Sam as if they were seeing her for the first
time. Sam for his part, could not help but be very impressed by the size and purely sexual
nature of his body.

“Wow…wow…you're still impressive, Eva…next time…we have to try all of this…”
“hahahaha” Eva laughed. Undoubtedly, the transformation also affected his own personality,
changing the point of view of the subject. Sam had never been like this. He was very shy
and reserved, he would never have imagined having had a session of wild sex like the one
they had just had, let alone consider enjoying again with the rest of a person mutated in such
an extreme way as Eva. Even Rob had changed. And Maya, of course. Now sex was part of
her general vision of things, and they no longer saw it as something merely ascribed to a
sentimental relationship. It had become a physiological necessity, as necessary as it was
desirable.

As Sam gaped at Eva's impressive body, her cell phone inside her pants began to ring.
“Shit… my parents. I'm sure they're wondering where I've been. I think I have to go now!”
Sam's face changed suddenly. A dose of reality suddenly lowered him to the more physical
plane. He had escaped from the overprotectiveness of his parents, of course in a more than
justified way, but he was going to earn a good reprimand, since his parents seemed to have
been very worried about him. But it was worth it! despite what awaited him when he got
home.


